1q12 chromosome translocations form aberrant heterochromatic foci associated with changes in nuclear architecture and gene expression in B cell lymphoma.
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1q12 chromosome translocations form aberrant heterochromatic foci associated with changes in nuclear architecture and gene expression in B cell lymphoma
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Epigenetic perturbations are increasingly described in cancer cells where they are thought to contribute to deregulated gene expression and genome instability. Here, we report the first evidence that a distinct category of chromosomal translocations observed in human tumours—those targeting 1q12 satellite DNA—can directly mediate such perturbations by promoting the formation of aberrant heterochromatic foci (aHCF). By detailed investigations of a 1q12 translocation to chromosome 2p, in a case of human B cell lymphoma, aberrant aHCF were shown to be localized to the nuclear periphery and to arise as a consequence of long range ‘pairing’ between the translocated 1q12 and chromosome 2 centromeric regions. Remarkably, adjacent 2p sequences showed increased levels of repressive histone modifications, including H4K20me3 and H3K9me3, and were bound by HP1. aHCF were associated to aberrant spatial localization and deregulated expression of a novel 2p gene (GMCL1) that was found to have prognostic impact in diffuse large B cell lymphoma. Thus constitutive heterochromatin rearrangements can contribute to tumourigenesis by perturbing gene expression via long range epigenetic mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer initiation and progression are increasingly recognized as multistep processes that involve the acquisition of both genetic and epigenetic perturbations (Feinberg et al, 2006). In particular, genetic aberrations such as chromosomal translocations encoding oncogenic fusion genes have been intensely studied and have led to groundbreaking advances in the identification of novel oncogenic signalling pathways and therapeutic targets, as well as serving as important cancer biomarkers (Rabbits, 2009). In addition, we and others have described a novel category of chromosomal aberration that involves constitutive heterochromatin derived from human chromosome 1 (cytogenetic band 1q12; Busson-Le Coniat et al, 1999; Itoyama et al, 2002; Le Baccon et al, 2001). These rearrangements are particularly frequent in haematopoietic and
solid tumours thereby arguing in favour of a role for constitutive heterochromatin-linked oncogenic mechanisms in these disorders (Fournier et al., 2007). Although an attractive hypothesis no study to date has addressed this question.

Constitutive heterochromatin is a specialized compartment within chromatin that is found primarily at centromeres, telomeres and the pericentric regions of certain chromosomes. It is composed of gene-poor, repetitive DNA sequence (alpha satellite, satellite II and III) that shows distinct epigenetic features, i.e. late-replication, high levels of DNA methylation and ‘repressive’ histone modifications such as histone H4 lysine 20 (H4K20me3) and histone H3 lysine 9 (H3K9me3) trimethylation that mediate heterochromatin formation and recruitment of maintenance proteins such as HP1 (Grewal & Jia, 2007). Evidence also exists for an RNA component in heterochromatin formation (Bernstein and Allis, 2005; Grewal & Jia, 2007).

Apart from its role in the control of genomic stability, constitutive heterochromatin influences the regulation of gene expression in numerous species through a mechanism known as ‘position effect’. This phenomenon results from a little-understood process of heterochromatin ‘cis’ or ‘trans’ spreading into adjacent euchromatin and which induces gene repression (Grewal & Jia, 2007). This mechanism also appears to operate in mammalian cells. For example, during lymphoid development, stable transcriptional repression of certain lymphoid-specific genes is tightly correlated to their association with constitutive heterochromatin and acquisition of repressive histone modifications (Brown et al., 1997, 1999; Grogan et al., 2001; Su et al., 2004). It is also emerging that spatial positioning of genes with respect to constitutive heterochromatin and to the nuclear periphery constitutes additional complex epigenetic mechanisms that contribute to ‘positional’ gene regulation during development and cellular differentiation (Finlan et al., 2008; Kumaran & Spector, 2008; Reddy et al., 2008). Whether such processes are deregulated in human tumours has not been investigated in any detail.

No study has investigated the potential pathological consequences of the presence of altered 1q12 constitutive heterochromatin on gene expression and on chromatin organization in either haematological or solid tumours. In this context, we set out to perform the first detailed genetic and epigenetic characterization of 1q12 rearrangements in a human tumour by using B cell lymphoma as a study model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Translocations targeting 1q12 satellite DNA provoke long-range intrachromosomal interactions that lead to the formation of aberrant heterochromatoc foci (aHCF) in human B-cell lymphoma

As a first step towards investigating the genetic and epigenetic consequences of constitutive 1q12 heterochromatin rearrangements in lymphoid malignancies, we selected as a model system, a human B lymphoma line, CH1, that harbours a novel t(1;2)(q12:p13) translocation (Barki-Celli et al., 2005). This unbalanced translocation involves juxtapositioning of a large block of 1q12 satellite II-rich sequence to the chromosome 2p arm (Fig 1A, arrow and Fig S1 of the Supporting Information). In keeping with reported cytogenetic observations of similar
rearrangements in other tumours (Fournier et al, 2007) and, karyotyping (not shown) and FISH, in our lymphoma case, showed that the translocated 1q12 region remained cytologically condensed (Fig 1A, right panel), thus suggesting that it maintained a heterochromatic conformation. In agreement with this, immunofluorescence detection of methylated DNA on mitotic chromosomes revealed dense methylation on the normal and the translocated 1q12 region but not on the normal chromosome 2 (Fig 1B). Furthermore, immuno-FISH revealed clear co-localization of 1q12 FISH signals—including the translocated 1q12 region—with heterochromatin foci enriched in H3K9me3 (Fig S2A of the Supporting Information). This confirmed that translocated 1q12 retained epigenetic hallmarks of constitutive heterochromatin.

The 1q12/2p junction in CH1 cells was then mapped by high resolution array-CGH and FISH (Fig 1C and Fig S1 of the Supporting Information). This pinpointed the 1q12/2p breakpoint to chromosome band 2p13 in addition to identifying a 33.5 Mb ‘mirror image’ duplication, at 2p13, on the der(2) chromosome (Fig 1C and Fig S1 of the Supporting Information). This genetic complexity was not entirely unexpected, since duplication events are quite frequent at the acceptor sites for 1q12 heterochromatin translocations in lymphoma and myeloma (Sawyer et al, 1998, 2005).

The spatial proximity and nuclear organization of the 1q12 and centromere 2 constitutive heterochromatin domains were then examined by FISH in 3D-preserved, CH1 lymphoma B cell nuclei, compared to control lymphoma B cells that do not present 1q12 anomalies (Fig 1D). The 1q12 and chromosome 2 centromeric regions, on the der(2) in CH1 cells are separated by 67 Mb in linear genomic terms (Fig 1C) and thus FISH signals were expected to be well resolved in CH1 interphase nuclei. Quite strikingly, the opposite was the case; the 1q12 and centromere 2 FISH signals on the der(2) chromosome appeared to be fused and to form abnormal heterochromatic structures that we have termed aberrant heterochromatic foci (‘aHCF’) (Fig 1D). Detailed distance measurements in these cells further confirmed these findings; the 1q12 and centromere 2 interprobe FISH distances on the der(2) in CH1 nuclei were significantly shorter than expected when compared to interprobe distances measured at a control 2p region (flanked by the BAC probe, RP11-77O7, (blue signals) and the chromosome 2 centromere (red signals); 23Mb, Fig 1C and D), in either CH1 or B593 lymphoma B cells (Fig 1D, far right panel, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p < 0.0001, and Table S1 of the Supporting Information). Importantly, fusion of 1q12 and centromere 2 heterochromatic regions was not observed in control lymphoma B cells, without 1q12 anomalies (Fig 1D middle and far right panels and Fig S2B of the Supporting Information; B593, Daudi and Granta 519 lymphoma B cells). Taken together, this was the first indication that 1q12 heterochromatin rearrangements are associated to long-range intrachromosomal interactions that drive the formation of aHCF structures in lymphoma B cells (Fig 1D, Fig S3 of the Supporting Information). Furthermore, aHCF in CH1 lymphoma B cells were observed in unsynchronized cells and were found to be stably propagated over cell division suggesting that these structures are maintained during a considerable part of interphase and that they are reassembled after cell division.

We next assessed whether the formation of such aHCF might be a recurrent feature of 1q12 rearrangements in tumour B cells. Remarkably, aHCF were observed in two additional cases of B-cell lymphoma presenting 1q12 anomalies; primary lymphoma B-cells (GAR) from a diffuse large B cell lymphoma patient that presented a der(2)(t(1;2)(q12;q37)) and in the Burkitt lymphoma cell line, BL136, that showed a dup(1)(q12;q42) (Barki-Celli, 2005, #2031) (Fig 1E, left and middle panels, respectively). In both cases, distance measurements between 1q12 (green) and chromosome 1 (BL136) or 2 (GAR) centromere (red) FISH signals again revealed dramatically increased spatial proximity of these two heterochromatic domains (Fig 1E, far right panel; Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p < 0.0001). These heterochromatic structures are striking and have not been previously reported for any chromosomal rearrangement in a human tumour. Taken together, this is strong evidence that 1q12 pericentric heterochromatin rearrangements constitute a new class of chromosomal aberrations that perturb nuclear architecture through long range intrachromosomal interactions and the formation of aHCF.

Aberrant heterochromatic foci are associated to variable enrichment of adjacent 2p sequences in H4K20me3, H3K9me3 and HP1

We next investigated the potential consequences of the presence of aHCF on chromatin organization and function in lymphoma B cells. For this, we took advantage of the CH1 lymphoma B cells to perform detailed ChIP to ‘repressive’ heterochromatin marks (H4K20me3, H3K9me3 and HP1) on 2p sequences (Fig 2A). Site-specific, quantitative ChIP analyses to the aforementioned heterochromatin ‘marks’ were performed at the 3’ region of the EXOC6B gene, the proximal promoter regions and exons 1 and 2, of the CYP26B1 and ZNF638 genes, respectively, and two intergenic sequences (ig1 and ig2, both localized between CYP26B1 and ZNF638) (Fig 2A). ChIP which was carried out on native (histone modifications) or fixed chromatin (HP1) was also performed to satellite II repeats (enriched at 1q12) and GAPDH, as a control euchromatic region (Fig 2B and C) (primer details, Table SIII of the Supporting Information).

Q-ChIP in the lymphoma B cells showing aberrant heterochromatin foci (CH1), compared to control cells (B593), revealed increased precipitation of H3K9me3 and/or H4K20me3 over all 2p sequences tested, although precipitation levels were seen to be variable (Fig 2B). This is in agreement with findings in two classical heterochromatin ‘spreading’ models (Drosophila white locus and X-autosome translocations) which indicate that de
Figure 2. Long range enrichment in repressive heterochromatin 'marks' at 2p sequences in close physical or spatial proximity to aberrant 1q12/2p heterochromatic foci.

(A) Physical map of the der(2) breakpoint region (top panel as in Fig 1C), showing the genomic positions of 2p genes with respect to the 1q12/2p breakpoint (black arrow top panel; bottom panel, set to 0.0 Mb), in a 5 Mb region. Regions analysed by ChIP in (B) and (C) are indicated underneath the map (horizontal red bars).

(B) ChIP for histone modifications, as indicated, followed by Q-PCR analysis for enrichment levels, at the indicated 2p regions. Location of 2p sequences analysed by ChIP are indicated by a red bar on the gene maps shown above the respective ChIP panels. Primer pairs are numbered (Table SIII of the Supporting Information).

(C) HP1 Q-ChIP on fixed chromatin at selected sites from (B). HP1 isoforms studied are indicated on the left of the Q-ChIP histograms. ChIP analysis show HP1α and/or HP1γ enrichment at most of the selected sequences analysed. The curves show the mean of at least two independent experiments with error bars indicating the standard deviation. bk, breakpoint.
**Report**

**Aberrant heterochromatin foci and lymphomagenesis**

Novo formed heterochromatin may be less stable than naturally occurring constitutive heterochromatin (Popova et al., 2006; Vogel et al., 2009). Of note, the profiles observed differed from those seen for H3K27me3, a histone modification associated to facultative heterochromatin (Fig S4A of the Supporting Information; no obvious increase in precipitation levels).

We next probed for HP1 binding at the same sites. For this, cross-linked ChIP to all 3 HP1 isoforms (α, β and γ) was performed in the lymphoma B cells showing aHCF (CH1) compared to control cells (B593) (Fig 2C, HP1α and γ; Fig S4B of the Supporting Information, HP1β). All of the examined sequences including the CYP26B1 gene promoter, showed marked enrichment of both HP1α and γ (Fig 2C). HP1β enrichment was less pronounced or equivalent in CH1 compared to B593 cells (Fig S4B of the Supporting Information). As observed for histone modifications, this was not due to global increases in HP1 levels which by Western blotting were unchanged (data not shown). Of note, DNA methylation analyses did not reveal aberrant methylation, at least at the CYP26B1 and ZNF638 genes (data not shown).

We also remarked that precipitation levels for both H3K9me3 and H4K20me3 were higher in satellite II sequence in the lymphoma B cells with aberrant heterochromatin foci (CH1), compared to the control cells (B593). The reason for this was not investigated further but may reflect abnormal HMTase activity, as a consequence of aHCF, at these sites (Krouwels et al., 2005; Souza et al., 2009). Taken together, these ChIP experiments provide evidence that aberrant heterochromatin foci are associated to increased HP1 deposition at adjacent euchromatin, probably reflecting abnormal levels of H4K20me3 and/or H3K9me3, at the same sites.

---

**Figure 3. Delayed replication at the 1q12/2p13 breakpoint and abnormal repositioning of the der(2) chromosome to the nuclear periphery in CH1 lymphoma B cells.**

(A) Replication timing. Left panel: a representative FISH picture showing an un-replicated (single, S) FISH signal for the breakpoint proximal copy of the EXOC6B gene (green, white arrow), two replicated (double, D) FISH signals for the breakpoint distal and normal EXOC6B copies and unreplicated FISH signals (red) for the chromosome 2 centromere. Right panel: per cent single (un-replicated) FISH signals for the breakpoint proximal copies of the EXOC6B, CYP26B1 and ZNF638 breakpoint proximal copies (far right arrow; grey zone) compared to the more distal copies (middle vertical arrows) on the der(2) and compared to the normal chromosome 2 (far left vertical arrows). FISH in 200 BrdU-labelled nuclei.

(B) 3D-immuno-FISH. Left panel: a representative nucleus (confocal stack) compiled from single equatorial optical sections. The nuclear membrane is detected by an anti-lamin B antibody (red), 1q12 domains (pink) and chromosome 2 centromeres (green) are detected by specific probes. Right panel: analysis of radial nuclear distributions of 1q12 domains for both normal (green histograms) and derivative chromosome 2 (blue histograms). aHCF, aberrant heterochromatin foci. Scale bar: 2 μm.
Aberrant heterochromatic foci in CH1 cells are associated to delayed replication of 1q12/2p13 breakpoint proximal genes and abnormal repositioning of the der(2) chromosome to the nuclear periphery

Replication timing is a mitotically stable yet cell type-specific feature of chromosomes that reflects higher-order organization of the genome (Hiratani & Gilbert, 2009). We reasoned that the observed increases in precipitation levels of 2p breakpoint sequences, in ‘repressive’ chromatin marks (H3K9me3, H4K20me3 and HP1) might be associated to altered replication (delayed) of the affected sequences, compared to the normal chromosome 2 in CH1 and control lymphoma B cells (B593). This was indeed the case; the percentage of single (un-replicated) FISH signals for each of the three gene copies (EXOC6B, CYP26B1 and ZNF638) located immediately adjacent to the breakpoint site (proximal copies), was significantly higher than that observed for the two other gene copies either on the der(2) or normal 2 chromosomes [see Fig 3A; % un-replicated signals for the proximal gene copies (shaded in grey); EXOC6B (66.5%), CYP26B1 (67.2%) and ZNF638 (63.7%)]. Some asynchronous replication between the ‘breakpoint distal’ and normal 2p gene copies was also seen in CH1 lymphoma B cells. However, this was also observed in the control lymphoma B cells (B593) [fully replicated signals for the 3 genes were observed in 51.5% (EXOC6B), 35% (CYP26B1) and 28% (ZNF638), of cells respectively]. In the remaining B593 cells, the three genes were either unreplicated (<15% S phase nuclei) or asynchronously replicated (data not shown).

We next assessed whether the formation of such aHCF and correlated replication delays might be associated to perturbed nuclear organization, as has been described in a Drosophila position effect model (Dernburg et al, 1996). Remarkably, 3D immuno-FISH in the lymphoma B cells presenting the aberrant heterochromatin foci (CH1 tumour B cells) revealed abnormal relocalization of the der(2) chromosome to the nuclear periphery, compared to the normal chromosome 2, which maintains a more central position (Fig 3B).

Aberrant heterochromatic foci are associated to deregulation of the germ cell less 1 (GMCL1) gene in CH1 lymphoma B cells

The formation of aHCF, coupled to abnormal enrichment of adjacent 2p sequences in repressive heterochromatin marks (H4K20me3, H3K9me3 and HP1), delayed replication and repositioning of the rearranged chromosome 2 to the nuclear periphery, could be associated to altered gene expression of at least those genes brought into close proximity to heterochromatin (Grewal and Jia, 2007; Hiratani and Gilbert, 2009; Takizawa et al, 2008). To assess this question, global gene expression profiling was performed in the lymphoma B cells presenting the aberrant heterochromatin foci (CH1), treated or not with the histone deacetylase inhibitor, trichostatin A (TSA), by using U133 2.0 Affymetrix gene chip arrays (GSE20666). For the reasons outlined above, we focused our differential gene expression analysis on a 5 Mb 2p interval (including the 1 Mb 2p region analysed by ChIP) likely to be either physically or spatially positioned close to aberrant heterochromatin foci (Fig 4A). Briefly, as a first step, we took advantage of Affymetrix U133 2.0 and Agilent 244 k array CGH profiling, from the aHCF presenting case, CH1, to perform ‘moving average’ analysis, in 500 kb-sized windows in the 5 Mb 2p breakpoint region, compared to regions of equal size and copy number, elsewhere in the CH1 genome (a total of 4833 probes). This analysis pinpointed a 500 kb window containing five genes (GFPT1, HIRIP5, AAK1, ANXA4, GMCL1) that were deregulated with a p-value very close to significance (p = 0.06) (Fig 4A). This locus was thus a strong candidate for specific perturbation as a consequence of 1q12 satellite II DNA translocation to 2p in CH1 cells. Among these genes, we focussed on those that were identified by microarray analysis as sensitive to TSA treatment, because these genes would be good candidates to epigenetic deregulation due to aHCF. One gene, GMCL1, showed significant differential expression (fold change >2) after TSA treatment (data not shown). This result was confirmed by RT-Q-PCR on CH1 cells treated or not with TSA, 5-aza-2'-deoxycytidine, or TSA + 5-aza-2'-deoxycytidine (Fig 4B, left panel). TSA treatment alone induced a >3-fold increased expression of GMCL1 in CH1 cells (Fig 4B, left panel, p < 0.05). Of note, 5-aza-2'-deoxycytidine had no effect on GMCL1 expression (Fig 4B, left panel), which was not totally unexpected since this gene promoter is not methylated (data not shown). Furthermore, GMCL1 mRNA was significantly upregulated in CH1 cells compared to three lymphoma B cell lines (pooled) and three normal controls (two peripheral blood B cell samples and 1 tonsil B cell sample, pooled) (p < 0.05) (Fig 4B, right panel.) We next checked nuclear organization (3D FISH) and heterochromatin marks (ChIP) on the GMCL1 promoter region. 3D-FISH showed abnormal spatial proximity of the breakpoint proximal copy of the GMCL1 gene to aHCF [Fig 4C, p < 0.0001 by the Kruskal–Wallis test (KW)]. ChIP analysis showed homogenously high precipitation levels for H4K20me3 and HP1 gamma binding to the GMCL1 promoter region (Fig 4D). Taken together, these data point to GMCL1 as a bona fide target for deregulation by 1q12 translocation/aHCF formation, in CH1 lymphoma B cells.

**GMCL1 expression levels are correlated to overall survival in diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL)**

GMCL1 encodes a protein that has been implicated in the control of the MDM2-P53 axis and has thus been proposed as a candidate tumour suppressor gene (Masuhara et al, 2003). It was thus of interest to check its expression levels in normal B cells and in B cell lymphoma. Analysis of gene expression data from the Lymphoma/Leukaemia Molecular Profiling Project (Lenz et al, 2008) showed robust expression in peripheral blood B cells and germinal centre centrocytes and centroblasts (Fig 5A). Expression was also observed in DLBCL and levels were comparable between the two molecular subtypes of this disorder (Alizadeh et al, 2000) (Fig 5A, compare activated B cell and germinal centre B cell type ‘GC’). We next determined whether a correlation existed between survival of patients with DLBCL and expression levels of GMCL1 in the same data set. Strikingly, GMCL1 mRNA levels showed strong correlation with overall survival in DLBCL (Fig 5B). Furthermore, this correlation was maintained in R-CHOP-treated ABC type DLBCL which is a high risk subtype of this disorder (Fig 5C). This suggests that 1q12 satellite DNA rearrangements and associated aHCF have the potential to interfere with the
Figure 4. Deregulation of the GMCL1 locus as a consequence of 1q12 constitutive heterochromatin rearrangement in lymphoma B cells.

(A) Map of 1q12/2p breakpoint region on der(2) chromosome in CH1 cells, as in Fig 2A; global gene expression profiling was performed in this 5 Mb 2p region located close to the aberrant heterochromatin foci in CH1 lymphoma B cells, treated or not by TSA, by using U133 2.0 Affymetrix gene chip arrays, assessed by GeneSpring software (Agilent). A novel statistical method to identify genes that were significantly deregulated in this 5 Mb 2p region compared to the rest of the genome combined with a test for TSA-sensitivity identified one gene, GMCL1. GMCL1 expression (black star), chromatin status (red bar) and spatial organization (blue bar) were further analysed (B–D).

(B) RT-Q-PCR analysis of GMCL1 expression status in CH1 cells treated or not with TSA, 5-aza-2′-deoxycytidine, or TSA + 5-aza-2′-deoxycytidine (left panel), confirmed that TSA treatment induced a >3-fold increased expression (t-test, p < 0.05). RT-Q-PCR analysis of GMCL2 expression status in CH1 cells, a pool of control lymphoma B cells (B593, Daudi and Granta lines; n = 3) and a pool of normal B cells (peripheral-blood and tonsil B cells, n = 3) (right panel); GMCL1 is underexpressed in CH1 cells compared to either control cell lines (t-test, p < 0.05) or normal B cells (t-test, p < 0.05) (right panel). In all cases, expression data was normalized to the U6 control gene. Data represent the mean ± standard deviation of at least three independent experiments.

(C) 3D FISH analysis (BAC RP11-401N16) and box-plots showing the distribution of distances from the chromosome 2 centromere to BAC RP11-401N16 (containing GMCL1) on the der(2), compared to the normal chromosomes 2, in lymphoma B cell nuclei without (−) or with (+) 1q12 constitutive heterochromatin rearrangements. Distances were measured in 54 CH1 nuclei and 80 B593 nuclei. The images were obtained as described in Fig 1C. Box-plots showing 3D distances between the chromosome 2 centromere and 2p BAC probes, located in either the normal or 1q12/2p breakpoint proximal positions (1q12 proximal) on the der(2) or normal 2 chromosomes, in lymphoma B cells with (+) (CH1 lymphoma B cells) or without (−) (B593, Daudi and Granta lymphoma B cells) aberrant heterochromatin foci. Note the decreased distances between the chromosome 2 centromere and 2p BAC probe signals, at the 1q12/2p breakpoint proximal position in CH1 lymphoma B cells. For simplification, RP11-401N16 is referred to as 401N16, in (C). aHCF are indicated by yellow arrows. Scale bar: 2 μm.

(D) Q-PCR analysis of CHIP enrichments calculated as IP/input for the indicated histone modifications and HP1-γ at the promoter and intron 1 region of GMCL1. The curves show the mean of at least two independent experiments with error bars indicating the standard deviation. Primer pairs are indicated in Table SIII of the Supporting Information.

expression and function of novel lymphoma relevant genes. Since these genes are likely to be undergoing epigenetic deregulation, they represent rational targets for therapeutic intervention with epigenetic agents.

In summary, we propose that 1q12 anomalies correspond to a new class of chromosome rearrangements with the power, via novel long range heterochromatin-dependent mechanisms, to profoundly perturb gene organization and function in lymphoma. Our findings are likely to be relevant not only for B cell lymphoma but for additional haematological and solid tumours as well. Indeed, these anomalies are frequently and non-randomly observed in a broad spectrum of human tumours and have been linked to disease progression and poor prognosis, particularly in multiple myeloma (Fournier et al, 2007). Further studies geared to understanding the mechanistic origins of these aHCF as well as their consequences on gene expression and function will be required to fully elucidate their role in cancer initiation and progression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture, cell lines and primary patient cells

Peripheral-blood B lymphocytes were obtained from healthy donors, and tonsil B cells were obtained following routine tonsilectomy, as previously described (Lajmanovich et al, 2009). Primary lymphoma cells were obtained from a patient (GAR) presenting a diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. Normal and tumour B cells were isolated with anti-CD19 immunomagnetic beads at 1 μg per 1 × 10^6 cells (CD19 Microbeads, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) as previously described (Lajmanovich et al, 2009). The purity of the sorted B cell populations was assessed by anti-CD3/CD19 antibody double labelling and flow cytometric analysis. Resting B lymphocytes were either used directly or activated in vitro using CD40L (Alexis Biochemicals) at 0.5 μg/ml for 48 h in RPMI complete medium, as previously described (Lajmanovich et al, 2009). The cell lines studied were diffuse large B-cell lymphoma lines CH1 and B593, Burkitt lymphoma lines BL136 and Daudi, and mantle-cell lymphoma line Granta 519. CH1, B593 and BL136 have been described previously (Barki-Celli et al, 2005; Callanan et al, 2000), Daudi and Granta 519 were obtained from ATCC and DSMZ, respectively. Cell lines were checked for absence of mycoplasma contamination (MycoAlert mycoplasma detection kit, Lonza, Switzerland). Cell lines and primary B cells were cultivated at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO₂ atmosphere, in RPMI 1640 medium (or DMEM 4.5 g/L medium for Granta 519) supplemented with 10% (or 20% for BL136) heat-inactivated foetal calf serum (Primary B cells, B593 BL136, Daudi, Granta 519) or human AB+ serum (CH1 cells), 100 μg/ml penicillin-streptomycin, 1.4 mM sodium pyruvate and 1.4 mM non-essential amino acids (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). Cases presenting a 1q12 heterochromatin rearrangement are CH1 and BL136 lines, and CAR primary cells. Control cases (without 1q12 anomalies) are B593, Daudi and Granta lines, and normal peripheral-blood and tonsil B cells. Primary, normal or lymphoma B cell samples were obtained following written informed consent. Approval for the study was obtained from the institutional ethics review board of Grenoble university hospital centre.

Immunodetection of Methyl-CpG on mitotic chromosomes

Mitotic chromosome spreads were prepared according to standard techniques (Le Baccon et al, 2001). For DNA methylation analysis by immunodetection, mitotic chromosomes were first irradiated with ultraviolet light in a shallow suspension of 1× phosphate buffered saline (1× PBS) for 90 min. Following denaturation the slides were immersed in 1% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at 4°C, and then rinsed three times in a modified 1× PBS solution (1× PBS, 0.3% BSA fraction V, 0.1% Tween-20). Metaphases spreads were then treated...
with blocking reagent during 15 min without agitation. DNA methylation was detected using an anti-5-methylcytosine antibody serum (a gift from A. Niveleau) at a 1/5 dilution in modified PBS for 1 h at 37°C. Following two 5 min washes anti-5-methylcytosine signals were revealed with an FITC-labelled secondary antibody (DAKO) for 45 min at 37°C. Non-specific signal was removed by two washes in 1/C2 PBS. The slides were air dried and mounted in an anti-fade/DAPI (4',6-diamino-2-phenylindole 0.5 mg/ml) solution, for microscope analysis. Analysis was performed on a Zeiss epifluorescence microscope (lamp HB 100W) equipped with a CCD camera under a 100/C2 oil immersion objective. A total of 30 metaphases were analysed. This assay does not detect methylation at centromeres, in our hands.

ChIP on native and cross-linked chromatin

ChIP on native and cross-linked chromatin was performed as previously described (du Chene et al, 2007; Govin et al, 2007; Umlauf et al, 2004). All Q-ChIP assays were performed on at least three independent chromatin preparations. Details of the antibodies used are given in Table SII of the Supporting Information. For Q-PCR analyses of immunoprecipitated chromatin fractions at sequences of interest, a SYBR Green PCR kit (Applied Biosystems) was used. Q-PCR was performed in duplicate on 25 ng of immunoprecipitated DNA or DNA from input chromatin fractions using the following conditions: 40 cycles at 95°C for 15 s, 60°C for 1 min. Primers pairs are listed in Table SIII of the Supporting Information. Q-PCR data obtained on immunoprecipitated fractions were normalized to input chromatin (IP/Input = 2/DeltaCt = 2^[DeltaCt(Input) - DeltaCt(IP)]). Background precipitation was evaluated with a mock IP.

FISH to metaphase chromosomes and to interphase 2D and 3D nuclei

FISH to metaphase chromosomes for translocation breakpoint mapping purposes was performed as described (Lefebvre et al, 2007). Interphase FISH experiments (2D or 3D-FISH) were performed as described (Barki-Celli et al, 2005). Briefly, 16 h prior to harvesting, cells were diluted to 0.5 x 10^6/ml in RPMI medium. Cells were harvested and resuspended at a concentration of 2.5 x 10^6/2 ml of nuclei buffer (5 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCL, 10 mM MgSO4, 0.05% Tween-20 pH 8) with 30 μl of RNase (10 mg/ml), permeabilized and fixed, as

Figure 5. GMCL1 mRNA expression correlates with prognosis in DLBCL.

(A) GMCL1 expression levels in DLBCL (Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma) and normal B cells; Data from GSE 10846 (Lenz et al, 2008); 414 DLBCL patients: 181 treated by CHOP; 233 treated by R-CHOP. GCB, germinal centre B cell like; ABC, activated B cell like; PB, peripheral blood; CB, centroblasts; CC, centrocytes.

(B) Kaplan–Meier plots showing overall survival in DLBCL (n = 414).

(C) Kaplan–Meier plots showing overall survival in high risk DLBCL (n = 93).

Patient subgroups defined by expression compared to median normalized GMCL1 mRNA levels.
The paper explained

PROBLEM:
Numerous cancers present chromosomal translocations that can be broadly divided into those that mediate proto-oncogene activation by position effect and those that generate oncogenic fusion products. Chromosomal translocations that target repetitive sequences of the human genome are described as well, although their pathogenic consequences remain unclear. Rearrangements affecting the pericentric heterochromatic band, 1q12 are frequently observed in both haematological and solid tumours and this study set out to assess the impact of 1q12 satellite DNA anomalies on epigenome organization and function in B-cell tumours.

RESULTS:
This study shows that chromosomal translocations which target constitutive heterochromatin derived from human chromosome 1 (1q12) constitute a novel class of chromosomal anomaly that mediates extensive, long range epigenome deregulations. They provoke the formation of aHCF in lymphoma B cells with consequent intrachromosomal pairing between the translocated satellite II DNA and centromeric regions. aHCF were found at the nuclear periphery and are associated to abnormal spatial positioning and expression of GMCL1. GMCL1 is a candidate tumour suppressor gene localized to 2p and appears to have prognostic value in B cell lymphoma. 2p sequences adjacent to aHCF show increased levels of heterochromatin ‘marks’ such as trimethylation of lysines 9 and 20 on histones H3 and H4, respectively, and binding by the heterochromatin protein, HP1.

IMPACT:
We propose that 1q12 rearrangements, which are frequently encountered in a broad spectrum of human cancers, represent a new paradigm for long-range epigenetic deregulations in cancer.

described (Ferguson & Ward, 1992). The released nuclei were collected by centrifugation and washed three times in 1× PBS. Nuclei (50,000–100,000) were then cytocentrifuged onto Vectabond-treated glass slides (Vector Laboratories). These slides were stored for a maximum of 3 weeks prior to use in 2D or 3D immuno-FISH or 2D-FISH experiments. The 1q12 heterochromatin region was detected using the pUC1.77 probe, chromosome 1 and chromosome 2 centromeres using commercial probes (Vysis), as described (Le Baccon et al, 2001). Locus-specific FISH was performed with BACs selected from the Sanger Centre Ensembl or UCSC genome browsers. 2p gene and BAC probes used in the study were as follows: RP11-564H1 and RP11-321C18 (EXOC6B), RP11-7707 and RP11-401N16 (GMCL1). For FISH, BACs were directly labelled with cyanine 5-modified nucleotides by using a commercial nick translation kit (Vysis), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For repeat sequence probes, 50 ng of labelled DNA was used for FISH while for BAC probes 200 ng was used. Prior to FISH, slides were rinsed twice in 2× SSC, then permeabilized (Triton X-100/ Saponine 0.5%/1× PBS) twice for 10 min to allow penetration of the probe. Non-specific sites were blocked in 3% BSA/2× SSC for 30 min at 37°C. Slides were then rinsed in 2× SSC and incubated for 10 min in 50% formamide/2× SSC. FISH was performed as previously described with the following modifications; nuclei were preincubated in hybridization buffer for 30 min prior to co-denaturation of probe and target, for 5 min at 86°C. The addition of COT-1 DNA was performed to reduce background hybridization. Washes were performed, as described, to remove non-specific signal (Barki-Celli et al, 2005; Lefebvre et al, 2007).

FISH Image analysis
For translocation breakpoint mapping purposes, FISH signals were captured in two-dimensional samples on a Zeiss Axioskop epifluorescence camera equipped with triple band pass filter by cooled CCD camera. For 3D-immuno-FISH and analysis of radial nuclear distributions of 1q12 domains, three-dimensional analysis and image deconvolution was performed as described (Barki-Celli et al, 2005). To calculate the distance between two probes in 2D, the hybridization signals were manually segmented and the XY coordinates of the centroid of each were determined. 3D images of labelled cell nuclei were acquired in a wide-field epifluorescence mode using an Axiovert200M microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a 63×/1.4 plan-apochromat oil immersion lens, a piezoelectric stage and a cooled CCD camera CoolSnap HQ2 (Roper). The 15 μm stacks were registered in four colours with an axial step of 0.2 μm and processed by iterative deconvolution with the measured PSFs and Meinel algorithm (MetaMorph, Roper Scientific). The resulting images were then thresholded and the 3D distances between the barycentres of FISH signals were quantified using the 4D-Viewer software package (Roper).

Statistical analysis was performed with the Statview package using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) and Kruskal-Wallis (KW) tests of significance, as indicated (Barki-Celli et al, 2005).

Array-CGH
Genome-wide analysis of DNA copy number changes in CH1 cells was performed using a high resolution microarray containing 240,000 probes (Human genome CGH array 244K, Agilent), as described (Jardin et al, 2009). Digestion was performed as recommended by the manufacturer of the arrays. Tumour DNA was labelled with cyanine-5 (Cy5) and reference DNA (pooled normal DNA, Promega, Madison, WI) was labelled with cyanine-3 (Cy3). Microarray image analysis and extraction were performed with Agilent Feature Extraction 9.5.3.1 software. Data analysis was performed with Agilent CGH-Analitics 3.4.2.7 software. Classification as gain or loss was based on the ADM-2 algorithm as implemented in CGH-analytics (threshold 6) and a visual inspection of the log2 ratios. Data sets were reviewed for frequently
affected chromosomal sites of physiological copy number variations (CNV), using comparison with the genomic variants database (http://projects.tcg.a.ca/variation/).

Q-RT-PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from cell lines and purified normal and tumour B cells by TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies), quality controlled by using the Agilent Bioanalyzer system, and quantified by NanoDrop (Thermo Scientific) before being reverse transcribed using the SuperScript® III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix for qRT-PCR (Invitrogen Life Technologies), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Q-PCR was performed using SYBR® Green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems) and primers shown in Table SII of the Supporting Information, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantification was achieved against standard curves run in parallel in each PCR assay for each target. The U6 gene was used as a control gene for normalization of gene expression data. Q-PCR was performed on a MX3000P (Stratagene) machine.

Affymetrix gene expression profiling
Biotinylated cRNA prepared from total RNA, as described above, was amplified with double in vitro transcription and hybridized to the Affymetrix HG U133 Plus 2.0 microarrays, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Fluorescence intensities were quantified and analysed using the GCOS 1.2 software (Affymetrix). Gene expression data were normalized with the MASS algorithm by scaling each array to a target value of 100 using the global scaling method. The raw gene-expression data are available at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (GSE20666). Statistical analysis was performed using the GeneSpring software package (Agilent). For assessment of gene expression changes at the 1q12/2p breakpoint sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 cells, a moving average approach with 500 kb windows was used to compare gene expression values to similar sized sequence in CH1 ce
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